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Abstract
The accurate mapping of recurring DNA copy number
aberrations (CNAs), a hallmark feature of the cancer genome,
has facilitated the discovery of tumor suppressor genes and
oncogenes. Microarray-based assays designed to detect these
chromosomal copy number alterations on a genome-wide and
high-resolution scale have emerged as a cornerstone technology in the genomic era. The diversity of commercially available platforms prompted a systematic comparison of five copy
number profiling assays for their ability to detect 2-fold copy
number gain and loss (4n or 1n, respectively) as well as focal
high-amplitude CNAs. Here, using a collection of established
human melanoma cell lines, we defined the reproducibility,
absolute signals, signal to noise, and false-positive and falsenegative rates for each of the five assays against ground truth
defined by spectral karyotyping, in addition to comparing the
concordance of CNA detection by two high-resolution Agilent
and Affymetrix microarray platforms. Our analyses concluded
that the Agilent’s 60-mer oligonucleotide microarray with
probe design optimized for genomic hybridization offers the
highest sensitivity and specificity (area under receiver operator characteristic curve >0.99), whereas Affymetrix’s single
nucleotide polymorphism microarray seems to offer better
detection of CNAs in gene-poor regions. Availability of these
comparison results should guide study design decisions and
facilitate further computational development. [Cancer Res
2007;67(21):10173–80]

Introduction
DNA copy number aberration (CNA) is widely regarded as an
important etiology in a range of human diseases (1). Complete and
partial nondiploid genomes resulting from cytogenetic alterations
have been implicated in the diagnosis of congenital disorders (2)
and in prediction of clinical outcomes in many cancer types (3).
Furthermore, investigating somatic changes in DNA copy number
has proven to be a productive path toward identifying novel tumor
suppressor genes and oncogenes. Microarray platforms are of
particular utility as they enable the genome-wide detection of
CNAs in a high-throughput manner, thus providing useful starting
points for agnostic discovery of novel disease genes.
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Recent years have witnessed major advancement in copy
number profiling technologies beyond the traditional metaphase
comparative genomic hybridization (CGH; ref. 4). Early efforts used
large PCR-amplified sequences as probes, typically bacterial
artificial chromosomes (BAC; ref. 5), or cDNAs (6) and provided
a resolution of 1 to 2 Mb. The large probe sequences of these BACs,
with stringent preselection, provided robust responses to copy
number variations, where nonamplified complex targets exhibited
sufficiently low noise levels for consistent detection of single copy
aberrations (7). Continued development of BAC clone-based assays
has produced arrays with complete sequence coverage of the
human genome (8), increasing the effective resolution to f80 kb.
In parallel, a new generation of oligonucleotide-based platforms
has taken advantage of synthesized sequences to achieve dense
coverage, shedding the dependence on (and thus the limitation of)
clone libraries. This diverse generation of array-based copy
number assays has inherent flexibility in design and versatility
in applications while permitting fabrication of high-density
microarrays.
A major difference among these oligonucleotide microarray
platforms and the gold-standard BAC-based platforms is probe
length. Whereas BAC clones, typically f150 kb in length, provide a
high degree of specificity for the fragmented target sequences, the
relatively small sizes of synthesized oligonucleotides offer lower
signal to noise ratios for each probe. Optimization in labeling and
hybridization protocols coupled with analytic development [e.g.,
circular binary segmentation (9) that avoids defining alterations
associated with a single probe] has shown that sufficient signal to
noise could be achieved with 60-mer oligonucleotide probes in fullcomplexity genomic hybridization (10). Single-channel single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)-based microarrays designed for
genotyping have also been adopted for copy number analysis
(11, 12). Such SNP microarrays depend on a separate data set to
establish a copy number reference against which to differentiate
diploid from aberrant. Of note, genomic hybridization onto these
short oligonucleotide probe arrays (typically 25 nucleotide long)
typically uses an adaptor ligation PCR step before labeling to
reduce target complexity.
Although a fast-evolving technological front, several 60-mer and
SNP oligonucleotide microarray assays are now routinely used for
copy number profiling. Thus, we reasoned that a systematic
assessment of these established platforms with objectively defined
variables will generate a well-controlled data set that not only
informs investigators in their experimental design but also
facilitates development of next generation of improved assays as
well as new analytic tools for copy number analyses that address
the common and unique computational challenges presented
by each platform. To this end, we generated copy number profiles
of a defined set of tumor cell lines on five oligonucleotide
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Table 1. Reproducibility measured by correlation between duplicate hybridizations
Cell line

AG44K

AG185K

AF100K

AF500K

NG1500K

Lu1205
WM1366
WM3211
WM3248
WM35
WM88
WM983C
Average

0.69
0.74
0.81
0.78
0.76
0.79
0.55
0.73

0.72
0.82
0.83
0.86
0.82
0.82
0.81
0.81

0.43
0.21
NA
0.64
0.51
0.43
0.66
0.48

0.54
0.57
0.65
0.66
0.60
0.62
0.67
0.62

0.27
0.29
0.40
0.40
0.34
0.42
0.57
0.38

Abbreviation: NA, not available.

microarray-based assays of three platforms (Agilent, Affymetrix,
and NimbleGen) and determined the reproducibility, signal and
noise, as well as sensitivity and specificity of each in detecting
2-fold signals based on spectral karyotyping (SKY)-defined aberrations as ground truth for comparison. In addition, high-density
microarray assays from Agilent and Affymetrix platforms were
further compared for definition of CNAs in an independent data set
using published analytic approaches. All primary and processed
profiling data were deposited in the National Center for
Biotechnology Information’s Gene Expression Omnibus repository
for public access, analyses, and tool development (series GSE7822).

Materials and Methods
Melanoma cell lines. In phase 1, seven melanoma cell lines
(Supplementary Table S2A) were grown from a single frozen stock in RPMI
1640 supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum. DNA was
extracted from each line using Mini DNeasy kit (Qiagen, Inc.) and
subsequently purified. For two-channel arrays, commercial pooled male
DNA from Promega, Inc. was used as reference. For single-channel arrays,
12 unique lymphoblastic cell lines composing part of a human genomic
diversity panel (obtained from Coriell Institute, Camden, NJ; ref. 13) were
assayed and used as a reference panel (see Analysis below). In phase 2,
genomic DNAs were extracted from 18 melanoma cell lines (Supplementary
Table S2B) as above and used for labeling and hybridization onto Agilent
244K (AG244K) and Affymetrix 500K (AF500K) microarrays. Same reference
DNA or panel was used as above.
Platforms. In phase 1, all seven cell lines were profiled in duplicate on
five oligonucleotide-based microarray platforms (Table 1). These include
Agilent 44K (AG44K) and 185K (AG185K) microarrays, NimbleGen 1500K
(NG1500K) density microarray, and Affymetrix 100K (AF100K; Centurion)
and AF500K (Mendel) chips. AG185K served as a prototype microarray for
the currently commercialized AG244K CGH microarray. Both Agilent and
NimbleGen platforms use dual-channel competitive hybridization protocol,
whereas Affymetrix platforms use single-channel hybridization. CGH
profiles on NimbleGen were generated by the manufacturer, whereas the
AG185K array CGH profiles were generated by Agilent Laboratories. The
AF100K and AF500K profiles were generated by the Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia microarray facility and GlaxoSmithKline. Additionally, for the
purposes of serving as a reference, these seven cell lines were also assayed
on full tiling path Human reArray BAC clone array. Previously published
data on these cell lines from a 1-Mb resolution BAC array were downloaded
from public resources (14). In phase 2, 18 cell lines were profiled without
duplicate on AF500K chip by Expression Analysis, Inc. and on AG244K by
the Belfer Cancer Genomics Center at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. In
all cases, factory-recommended hybridization protocols were followed as
closely as possible for each platform.
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Spectral karyotyping. SKY was done on four melanoma cell lines,
WM88, WM1366, WM983C, and Lu1205. SKY was done using the SkyPaint
kit for human samples (Applied Spectral Imaging) according to the
manufacturer’s protocols. Images were acquired using a Nikon Eclipse
E6000 microscope equipped with the SD300 SpectraCube and Spectral
Imaging acquisition software. Twenty-four metaphase spreads were
analyzed per each sample.
Analysis. Probes for every assay were mapped to human genome build
36 (March 2006) using data provided by the University of California at Santa
Cruz genome browser site6 or by the vendor. For each probe on every
platform, a log2 copy number ratio was measured from raw data derived
from the scanned image. For dual-channel arrays, this ratio was calculated
by dividing the test channel image intensity by that of the reference channel
for every probe. Probe-wise ratios were calculated for the single-channel
Affymetrix chips by comparing the ‘‘perfect match’’ intensities with the
range of intensities seen in the reference chip set using the dChip software
package (15) and methods described in ref. 12. Ratios of duplicate clones
were averaged for all assays. Subsequently, every assay was normalized
under the assumption that median copy number was diploid such that the
median log2 ratio is zero. Details of this process for each platform can be
found as part of the supplement.
To quantify the probe-wise signal response of each platform, copy
number alterations were identified at four loci in cell line SKY data. This
consisted of three distinct subchromosomal gains (4n) ranging from
approximately 18 to 103 Mb and one f100 Mb loss (1n). Additionally, four
regions of at least f45 Mb in size representing diploidy (2n), one in each
matching cell line, were identified to serve as a reference for comparison.
A signal to noise ratio was calculated as follows.

S:N¼

Asignal ij
¼
Anoise
ik

where, for melanoma cell line i, l represents the median log2 signal from
4n/1n aberrant region j, whereas r represents the log2 SD from diploid
region k. The degree to which individual probe measurements can
accurately distinguish gains and losses was estimated by recalculating
probe ratio scores for these regions with sliding windows of 1, 3, and
7 probes. This procedure also supplied a platform-specific ratio threshold by
identifying the ratio with the minimal degree of overlap for every platform
as the most appropriate boundary for discriminating gains and losses for
that platform in subsequent analyses.
Platform specificity for individual probes was defined simply as the
proportion of probes that were diploid (reference region defined by SKY)
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that would be classified as aberrant given a sliding log2 ratio threshold,
whereas sensitivity was the reverse scenario (aberrant classified as diploid).
Given the optimal ratio thresholds defined by receiver operator characteristic (ROC) analysis, the false-positive rate (FPR) for a platform was
calculated by querying the proportion of diploid probes that would be
classified as aberrant. The false-negative rate (FNR) is proportion of
aberrant probes classified as 2n.
The area under the curve (AUC) of ROC curve is calculated by evenly
dividing ROC curve into 10,000 pieces at the X axis. Each piece is
approximated as a rectangle and the AUC is the sum of area of 10,000
rectangles.
Probe set–independent comparisons between platforms were calculated
for each assay using standard circular binary segmentation (9) for both
phase 1 and 2 analysis. Focal amplifications (gains more than approximately
five copies) and homozygous losses were identified by querying regions f1
Mb or smaller that were assigned a log2 copy number ratio two times the
calibrated gain/loss threshold described above.
In phase 2, CNAs are defined as described in previous studies. A
‘‘segmented’’ data set was generated by determining uniform copy number
segment boundaries and then replacing raw log2 ratio for each probe by the
mean log2 ratio of the segment containing the probe. Segments at 98th
percentile and 2nd percentile were used as amplification and deletion
threshold, respectively. All 18 samples in AG244K data set are mode
centered based on segmented data before generating CNAs. All 18 samples
in AF500K SNP data set are also baseline adjusted based on one chromosome for each sample in AG244K data set. Supplementary Table S5
shows that the median log2 ratio of listed chromosomes is the same in both
AG244K and AF500K data sets after baseline adjustment.

Results and Discussion
The systematic comparison was conducted in two phases. Phase
1 compared five oligonucleotide microarray-based copy number
profiling assays from three established platforms (AG44K and
AG185K, AF100K and AF500K SNP, and NG1500K; Supplementary
Table S1). The rationale for including two versions of Agilent and
Affymetrix platforms was to enable comparison and assessment of
potential benefit and trade-off of increased density/resolution
within a platform. Of note, AG185K microarray was a prototype to
its current AG244K CGH array on the market. Whereas both
Agilent and NimbleGen platforms use 60-mer oligonucleotide
probes, Agilent probes have been computationally preselected and
experimentally optimized for genomic hybridization with bias for
gene-rich regions. NimbleGen probes are T m normalized but not
optimized for genomic hybridization; instead, they are designed to
tile densely across the entire genome. Currently, their highest

resolution assay consists of 3.8 million probes on a set of eight
microarrays. NimbleGen’s intermediate density assay consisting of
1.5 million probes on four microarrays was used for this study.
Seven melanoma cell lines (Supplementary Table S2A) were
expanded in vitro and harvested for metaphase spreads and
genomic DNA isolation. Cytogenetic profiles of each cell line were
generated in house by SKY and copy number profiles on all
platforms were generated by commercial vendors or expert core
facility (see Materials and Methods) outside of the authors’
laboratory to minimize bias due to technical familiarity. To control
for effect of DNA quality on data, same genomic DNA preparations
were used for all platforms. The resultant data set was analyzed for
reproducibility, signal, noise, sensitivity, and specificity of 2-fold
copy number alteration detection as well as identification of known
focal CNAs.
Reproducibility. The first variable we determined was the
reproducibility of replicate hybridizations for each assay. Here,
reproducibility was measured by comparing correlation scores
between replicates. As shown in Table 1, the Agilent-optimized
CGH arrays offered the highest degree of reproducibility in
replicate hybridizations, whereas the single-channel Affymetrix
SNP arrays were intermediate in this respect. For both Agilent
and Affymetrix platforms, the degree of reproducibility was higher
for the higher-density assays (AG44K versus AG185K with P =
0.0436, paired t test; AF500K versus AF100K with P = 0.0223,
paired t test), likely reflecting more consistent detection of focal
aberrations with additional reporting probes as well as design/
manufacturing advances (e.g., probe selection). Although it is
conventional to do duplicate hybridizations for dual-channel
assays (e.g., Agilent and NimbleGen) and single hybridization for
one-channel assay (e.g., Affymetrix), to achieve the most parallel
comparison possible, all subsequent analyses in this study are
based on single hybridization for either dual- or single-channel
assays.
Sensitivity and specificity in deletion of regional gain and
loss. Two-fold change in copy number translates into detection of
1n (heterozygous loss) or 4n (two copy gain) relative to baseline 2n
(diploid) genome. The ability to detect these low-amplitude events
depends on absolute signals and signal to noise ratios, thus serving
as an ideal test to assess the robustness of a platform. Here, we first
determined the ploidy and defined regions of ‘‘ground truth’’ for
comparison based on the SKY profiles (16). In particular, four of the
seven cell lines were selected, each determined to be predominantly

Table 2. Absolute signals and signal to noise for 2-fold copy number alteration
Cell lines

AG44K

AG185K

AF100K

AF500K

NG1500K

Signal

S:N

Signal

S:N

Signal

S:N

Signal

S:N

Signal

S:N

WM983C

0.68

2.13

0.76

3.30

0.51

2.04

0.50

2.50

0.35

1.46

WM88

0.87

3.78

0.93

4.23

0.64

2.46

0.62

3.10

0.41

1.71

Lu1205

0.88

3.52

0.90

4.74

0.62

2.58

0.58

2.58

0.42

1.68

0.77

3.21

0.83

3.61

0.52

2.00

0.51

2.19

0.29

1.21

0.80

3.16

0.86

3.97

0.57

2.27

0.55

2.59

0.37

1.51

WM1366
Average
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Regions analyzed
(based on SKY)

2n:
4n:
2n:
4n:
2n:
4n:
2n:
1n:

Chr13
(Chr12) 14–32 Mb
(Chr1) 0–120 Mb
(Chr1) 142–245 Mb
(Chr8) 0–43 Mb
(Chr8) 47–146 Mb
(Chr8) 47–146 Mb
(Chr8) 0–43 Mb
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Figure 1. The sensitivity and specificity of each copy number platform seems related to both probe spacing and length. A, top, given an optimized ratio threshold
for identifying aberrant probes, the AG185K classified the fewest probes incorrectly when comparing regions of 4n and 2n in the melanoma cell line Lu1205,
whereas the NG1500K had the highest degree of overlap in probe values between these regions; bottom, the platform-wise trends were similar when comparing a
heterozygous loss with a 2n region in WM1366. B, ROC analysis of a copy number gain (Lu1205) and loss (WM1366) across a range of ratio thresholds shows
that the AG44K and AG185K chips most readily distinguished aberrant from nonaberrant probes. Both SNP chips were intermediate to the Agilent and NimbleGen
assays.

diploid and harboring large contiguous genomic regions (>20 Mb)
with 2-fold gain (4n; WM983C, WM88, and Lu1205) or 2-fold loss
(1n; WM1366; Supplementary Figs. S1–4; Table 2). Within these
defined genomic regions, individual probe values from each of the
platforms were used for calculation of signals and noises. Absolute

Cancer Res 2007; 67: (21). November 1, 2007

signal was calculated as the mean probe values reporting on
regions of 4n or 1n, whereas noise was defined as SD of probes
reporting on the defined 2n region. On a log2 scale, the theoretical
maximum for 2-fold signal is 1.0. As shown on Table 2, the
strongest absolute signal achieved was 0.93 by AG185K microarray
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Figure 2. Smoothing over consecutive probes reduced noises and improved performance but resulted in a lower effective resolution. A, improved bimodal
separation of signals and noises with smoothing over three (red) or seven (blue ) consecutive probes when compared with no smoothing (n = 1; black ). Note most
dramatic improvement with NG1500K platform. B, with smoothing window of three for AF100K and AF500K, and smoothing window of seven for NG1500K platforms,
performances as measured by AUC on ROC curves were improved to levels comparable with those of AG44K and AG185K with no smoothing. Resultant effective
resolutions for AF100K and AF500K with smoothing of three probes are 76.2 and 16.4 kb, respectively, and for NG1500K with smoothing of seven probes are
14.0 kb, all within ranges of resolution achievable by Agilent platform despite lower probe density.
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Table 3. Detection of focal minimal common regions (trough or peak ratios indicated)
Cell lines
CDKN2A deletion
WM35
WM88
WM3248
Lu1205
WM983C
WM1366
WM3211
KRAS amplification
Lu1205
SNAI2 amplification
WM3211

AG44K

AG185K

AF100K

AF500K

NG1500K

3.7
3.3
3.3
3.2
0.9
0.8
0.1

4.3
4.3
4.9
4.3
1.1
0.9
0.1

4.2
1.2
2.0
0.2
1.2
0.9
0.0

2.5
2.0
2.3
2.7
0.7
0.7
0.0

0.4
0.9
0.9
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.0

1.3

1.4

1.3

0.7

0.6

0.5

1.2

0

0.7

0.5

in WM88 cell line. Among the three cell lines with 4n gain
(WM983C, WM88, and Lu1205), signal was poorest for WM983C in
all assays regardless of platform, consistent with the fact that this
cell line is consisted of two major subpopulations as revealed by
SKY (Supplementary Table S3). In other words, heterogeneity
within a sample will result in lower signals of observed CNAs, a
variable of importance when one considers analyses of primary
tumor tissues consisting of both tumor and stromal populations.
Consistent with absolute signal levels, signal to noise similarly
revealed most robust detection by the Agilent microarrays (Table 2).
Another way to visualize this signal to noise metrics is by density
plot of probe values for the paired regions (2n versus 1n or 4n;
Fig. 1A, two cell lines shown). A density plot with clear bimodal
separation of probes reporting on region of 4n and 2n reflects an
assay with high signal to noise, whereas a density distribution with
significant overlap represents low signal to noise (Fig. 1A, compare
middle column: AG185K to AF500K). By calculating probe-wise
FPR and FNR based on the proportion misclassified at an optimal
threshold set at the trough of the density plot, we found that
the FPR and FNR were lowest for the AG185K microarray assay
(Fig. 1A; data not shown). Lastly, we generated the ROC curves and
computed the AUC (see Materials and Methods) to assess the
trade-offs between sensitivity and specificity because more
stringent thresholds are expected to decrease sensitivity while
increasing specificity. Consistent with the other variables above,
Agilent’s optimized oligonucleotide array showed the best sensitivity and specificity, achieving AUC of >0.99 (Fig. 1B; Supplementary
Fig. S5).
Although the NimbleGen array did least well with these metrics,
we reasoned that its high-density nature should allow data
smoothing over a sliding window of multiple probes. This
commonly used process pulls the probe values closer to the
overall mean for the window, thereby reducing noise without
significant sacrifice on resolution. To this end, we averaged the
values of three or seven consecutive probes in a sliding window
fashion across the regions and replotted the density distribution for
each (Fig. 2A). Expectedly, the degree to which sliding window
smoothing enhanced the separation between aberrant and diploid
regions was most profound for the two assays with the lowest
signal to noise ratios (AF100K and NG1500K platforms; Fig. 2A). In
fact, with a smoothing window of seven probes, NG1500K platform
was able to achieve an AUC of z0.95 on the resultant ROC curves
(Fig. 2B), resulting in an ‘‘effective’’ resolution of 14 kb, down from
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2 kb. Similarly, for both AF100K and AF500K platforms, a
smoothing window of three consecutive probes enabled them to
do comparably with the Agilent platforms, with AUCs of z0.97,
resulting in effective resolutions of 76.2 and 17.7 kb, respectively.
Detection of focal CNAs. The above comparison highlighted
the advantages of optimized probe design and longer oligonucleotide probe length in detecting low-amplitude aberrations where
robust signal to noise is required. Next, we examined the
performance of these platforms to define focal and high-amplitude
CNAs as such would be expected to rely heavily on density of probe
coverage. In particular, we focused first on the highly recurrent
9p21 deletion entering on CDKN2A locus. CDKN2A locus, the socalled familial melanoma locus, encodes for p16INK4A and p14ARF,
two bona fide tumor suppressors of pRB and p53 pathways that are
implicated in multiple human cancer types, including melanomas.
Of the seven melanoma cell lines, WM88 was reported in the
literature to harbor homozygous deletion of CDKN2A, and three
others with heterozygous loss (14). For purpose of our comparison,
we considered a deletion true when detected by at least two assays,
where a homozygous deletion was estimated by applying a ratio
threshold that was two times the optimized single copy deletion
threshold as calculated by FPR/FNR analysis (Supplementary
Table S4). By this metric, homozygous deletion of CDKN2A was
present in four of seven cell lines (Table 3, bold). Three platforms
(AG44K, AG185K, and AF500K) were able to detect this event in all
four cell lines, whereas the other two (NG1500K and AF100K)
detected three of the four. The AF100K profile missed the CDKN2A
deletion in Lu1205 likely due to poor probe coverage (Supplementary Fig. S7). The minimal common region of this deletion in
Lu1205 was f100 kb covered by only 6 probes on the AF100K SNP
array, in contrast to 8 to 48 probes by the other microarrays. In the
case of WM35, where all other platforms detected a CDKN2A
deletion, the NimbleGen platform showed a hemizygous loss,
suggesting that the probes surrounding this locus may not offer
optimal signal.
Copy number amplification in the genomic region surrounding
KRAS (12p12.1), a commonly mutated oncogene and member of
the RAS gene family, was detected by all assays in the Lu1205 cell
line. The minimal common region (f1.5 Mb) was well covered on
all of the microarrays, likely contributing to the high level of
concordance. In contrast, amplification of SNAI2, a transcriptional
repressor associated with neural crest cell development and
migration required for metastasis of transformed melanoma cells
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(17), was identified only by the high-density microarrays (AG185K,
AF500K, and NG1500K). The detection failure by the AG44K and
AF100K platforms can be explained by poor probe coverage, where
these platforms had only one and two probes, respectively,
reporting within the 150 kb minimal common region identified
by the higher-density platforms. Therefore, high-density coverage
across the genome offers an important advantage in detection of
focal events.
Genome-wide catalogues of CNAs. Phase 1 study above
showed comparable detection of three known CNA events by
high-density Agilent and Affymetrix platforms; thus, we next
compared these two platforms in cataloguing known and unknown
CNAs in a cohort of 18 melanoma cell lines. For this phase 2
comparison, the highest-density microarrays available at the time
(i.e., AF500K and AG244K) were used. As before, same preparations
of genomic DNA from all 18 cell lines were used for profiling. The
Agilent profiles were generated by the authors’ laboratory for this
part of the study, whereas the Affymetrix profiles were generated by
a commercial vendor. All 18 profiles from both platforms were
processed by circular binary segmentation algorithm (9) and CNAs
were defined as previously reported (see Materials and Methods;
refs. 12, 18, 19). Unlike phase 1 of the study, it is not possible to
generate a ground-truth CNA list against which to compare
performance of these two platforms. Therefore, we limited our
analyses here to concordance of high-amplitude CNAs between
platforms.
First, we defined a list of CNAs with amplitudes in the top or
bottom 2% of all segment values detected by each platform (see
Materials and Methods); this translated to log2 thresholds
approximating twice of the optimal thresholds for 2-fold signal
detection (e.g., log2 ratio >0.868 or <0.858 versus >0.498 or
<0.471 for AG244K versus AF500K, respectively). As summarized
in Table 4, AG244K platform defined a total of 485 unique CNAs
(260 amplifications and 225 deletions) among these 18 cell lines,
whereas the AF500K detected 476 CNAs (177 amplifications and
299 deletions). Collectively, 29% (215 of 749) of these unique CNAs
were common between the two platforms. Concordance among the
amplification events seemed higher (137 of 300, 46%) than that for
estimated homozygous deletions (78 of 447, 17%).
We reasoned that the overall low concordance between these
platforms could be attributed to the fact that Agilent CGH probes

favor coverage in gene-rich regions, whereas the Affymetrix SNP
probes are intended to capture allelic difference across the genome.
Therefore, nonconcordance in CNA identification within genomic
regions that are not well represented on both microarray platforms
would be expected. To circumvent this issue, we selected the
subsets of CNAs that reside in regions with at least four reporting
probes on both platforms, which included 361 CNAs by AG244K
and 182 CNAs by AF500K. For the 361 CNAs defined by AG244K,
194 were similarly detected on the AF500K platform, a concordance rate of 54% (in contrast to only 17% concordance among the
CNAs in regions covered by three or fewer probes; Table 4). The
median width of these 194 CNAs delimited by the AG244K profiles
was 0.255 Mb (range, 0.016–10.8 Mb), whereas the median of the
same 194 CNAs delimited by AF500K was 0.513 Mb (range, 66 bp to
8.18 Mb). Similarly, of the 182 CNAs defined by AF500K, 123 were
also detected on the AG244K platform, a concordance rate of 68%
(in contrast to only 14% concordance in regions with poor
coverage). The median size of these 123 CNAs as delimited by
AF500K was 0.305 Mb (range, 0.029–8.18 Mb), whereas the median
of the same 123 CNAs by AG244K was 0.288 Mb (range, 0.007–9.66
Mb). Therefore, within well-covered genomic regions, concordance
of CNA detection by each platform was similar.
Our phase 1 comparison on known CNA detection (Table 3)
indicated that one important contributing factor to discordance
between platforms is the absolute signal of detection by a platform.
Thus, we next asked whether the peak log2 ratio among the
concordant CNAs were higher than the nonconcordant events.
Indeed, among the 182 CNAs defined by AF500K, the average peak
log2 ratio for the 123 concordant events was 0.85 as opposed to 0.66
for the 59 nonconcordant CNAs (P = 0.00018, t test). Similarly,
among the 361 CNAs defined by AG244K, the average peak log2
ratio for the 194 concordant CNAs was 1.76 as opposed to 1.30 for
the 167 nonconcordant CNAs (P = 2.65E6, t test). In other words,
high-amplitude events are more likely to be of higher confidence.
Lastly, given the design differences between these two platforms,
we expected that CNAs detectable only by AF500K profiles would
be more likely to reside in genomic regions with fewer annotated
genes. Indeed, of the 182 AF500K CNAs, an average of 5.1 annotated
genes mapped to the 59 nonconcordant events, whereas an average
of 11.7 genes resided within the 123 concordant CNAs (P = 0.04,
t test). On the other hand, the average number of resident genes in

Table 4. Summary of CNAs detected in 18 melanoma cell lines on AG244K and AF500K platforms
AG244K

Total CNAs
Amplifications
Deletions
CNAs covered by >3 probes
Amplifications
Deletions
CNAs covered by V3 probes
Amplifications
Deletions

AF500K

No. CNAs

No. overlap

% overlap

485
260
226
361
222
139
124
37
87

215
137
78
194
130
64
21
7
14

44.3
52.7
34.5
53.7
58.6
46.0
16.9
18.9
16.1

log2 (j)

1.46 (0.49)
1.77 (1.41)
1.47 (0.50)
1.67 (1.38)
1.36 (0.40)
1.95 (1.45)

No. CNAs

No. overlap

% overlap

476
177
299
182
108
74
294
69
225

164
92
72
123
80
43
41
12
29

34.5
52.0
24.1
67.6
74.1
58.1
13.9
17.4
12.9

log2 (j)

0.85 (0.31)
1.06 (0.46)
0.80 (0.29)
0.77 (0.34)
0.94 (0.32)
1.15 (0.46)

NOTE: Total number of events detected and subsets with good (more than three probes) or poor (less than or equal to three probes) coverage on both
platforms are indicated along with number or percentage of overlap. Log2 refers to peak log2 ratios.
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AG244K-defined CNAs that were concordant or nonconcordant
with AF500K was not different (7.9 versus 7.6; P = 0.823, t test).
Therefore, CNAs targeting genetic elements other than annotated
genes are more likely to be missed by the AG244K platform.
Conclusion. Taking advantage of SKY to define large regional
events as ground truth for comparison, we were able to determine
a set of variables, including reproducibility, absolute signals, and
signal to noise as well as ROC curves, with which to compare
objectively the robustness of five oligonucleotide microarray-based
genome-wide copy number assays from three different platforms.
These comparisons convincingly showed that longer oligonucleotide probes optimized for genomic hybridization offer the most
robust detection of CNAs. Furthermore, increased density of probe
coverage not only improves resolution but also enhances
confidence of detection by providing more data points reporting
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